Abdullah Hall observed the **Swachhta Pakhwada** from 1st to 15th September 2016. To begin with the students were sensitized about cleanliness. They were motivated to keep their hostel clean. Each hostel were given pedal operated distbins to be kept in the varandahs and small dustbins were kept in each room. All the bathrooms were inspected for cleanliness and required action was taken.

Poster making competition was organized on the 10th September and the theme was **Swatch India**. Students carried out cleanliness drive and cleaned the entire campus. They collected all the garbage littered around the hostels. Students took the pledge to keep their hostels clean and also to undertake the cleanliness drive every week.

After surveying the hostels all the broken furniture were collected and written off. The old files which were very old were weeded out.
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